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1000 -s SNP_number -r 4000 -seed num. -SAA 0 -SAa 0 -Saa 0 -Sp 0.5 -SF 0 > noSel and java -Xmx500g -jar 15 msms.jar -N 10000 -ms sample_size 1000 -s SNP_number -r 4000 -seed num. -SAA selection_coe -SAa 16 selection_coe/2 -Saa 0 -Sp 0.5 -SF 0 allele_frequecy > Sel, Where selection_coe is the selection coefficient and 17 allele_frequecy denotes the data for analysis were sampled when the frequency of the selected allele reached a 18 predefined value. In our case allele_frequency={0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, selection_coe = {200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200} 19 that corresponded to selection coefficient {0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08} and num. is a 64 bit number that can be 20 specified either in hex with a 0x prefix or normal decimal. The same random number seed was used in both no 21 selection and selection scenarios in hope of sharing the same initial frequency between two subpopulations. In this 22 case, the position of SNPs was derived from Sel_2 for all scenarios. The divergent selection simulation here is 23 weaker than that with two different selected directions. Note that the initial frequency of the selected allele (p 0 ) in 24 both subpopulations is 1/2N when selection was introduced (see Introducing Selection in Manual of msms). For the 25 divergent scenarios, we ignored the influence from the variance of SNP position between two subpopulations 26 because we only care the 500Kb window around the selected loci in this case (see Method). In general, the effect of 27 hitchhiking should have a greater impact on the neutral loci in this window than any other factors.
28
The command line for the parallel selection scenarios is: java -Xmx500g -jar msms.jar -N 10000 -ms 29 2*sample_size 1000 -s SNP_number -r 4000 -SAA selection_coe -SaA selection_coe/2 -Saa 0 -Sp 0.5 -SF 0 30 allele_frequecy > Para. Based on the founder population, we further divided the simulated data into two equal 31 subpopulations, which share the same haplotype distribution between two subpopulations at the time of split. In this 32 case, two subpopulations were separately defined as Sel_1 and Sel_2.
2
In this study, -N 10000 denotes the population size, -r 4000 denotes there are 4000 points on the genome fragment Note: the correlation coefficients were calculated using those statistics which deleted all loci located at the top 5%
